INTRODUCTION
at best only temporarily bring MILSATCOM supply and demand into equilibrium. The use of commercial systems to augment &Downed systems must be considered.
In August 1998 the Senior SatCom Steering Group (SSG) tasked Navy and the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) to 'Tead, with joint participation, evaluation of commercial business cases for emerging wideband commercial satellite communications systems."
Subsequently, Navy and DISA initiated a study effort to 1) determine technical capabilities of Ka-systems, 2) explore business cases for commercial Ka-leverage, 3) influence commercial -designs through an increased understanding of DoD requirements, and 4) develop strategy for integration of commercial Ka and government systems (i.e., Defense Information Systems Network, DISN).
The introduction of several new commercial Kaband satellite communications systems [l] over the next live years promises dramatic increases in capacity.
By 2010 the Emerging Requirements for Military Satellite Requirements Data Base (ERDB) [2] predicts Communications are clearly outlined in the that U.S. military requirements for satellite USSPACECOM DoD Advanced MlLSATCOM communications will exceed 11 Gbps, eclipsing Capstone Requirements Document [3] . These projected DoD-owned satellite communications required system characteristics are depicted in capabilities. Even the launch of the DSCS In July 1998 DISA was tasked by the SSG to and refinements and enhancements to the DISA determine those requirements contained in the document are expected. Table 1 Potential space segment providers are listed in Table 3 . Although most companies provided a s i m c a n t amount of proprietary data to the DoD team, no proprietary data is included in this paper. Hence, data in Table 3 is also found in other open sources. Table 3 , the potential field of vendors gets narrowed considerably. If low propagation latency is necessary then, once again, the nongeosynchronous systems become the only potential candidates. If DoD intends to use Table 3 . Space Segment Providers commercial Ka-band services in mobile platforms on a CO-primary basis, then no system listed in Table 3 is acceptable because none is currently licensed (nor have any applied for a license) to operate in the Mobile Satellite Service (MSS).
ISSUES
As of this writing, it is unknown whether the DoD-owned Gapfiller system will employ onboard baseband processing for its Kaband capabilities. Many of the systems in Table 3 will employ onboard processing. Terminal level compatibility between commercial Ka-band systems and the Gapfiller satellites is highly desirable and could lead to significant cost savings and flexibility for the DoD. While many of the systems listed in Table 3 have plans to produce extremely low-cost user terminals, selection fhctors regarding DoD terminals are much more complex and include such concerns as limited space, special shock and vibration requirements, special environmental requirements, and legacy equipment.
Additional issues that must be resolved include data-level encryption operating over processed satellite systems, availability (rain fade characteristics), U.S. control of Factoring into nearly all decisions regarding the procurement of commercial Ka-band services and products is the total cost of ownership to the DoD. In today's budgetconstrained environment, cost is an independent variable when determining requirements. Resolving these requirements issues can only be accomplished while considering the possible cost impacts of each decision opportunity mentioned here.
THE WAY Al3EAD
Many metrics have been suggested to gauge the potential of the systems listed in Table 3 to achieve commercial success. Among these metrics are license status, strategic equity status, and system cost per Gbps of throughput capacity. This last metric is often considered an indicator of the relative rate structures for the commercial systems.
While the combined throughput of all systems listed in Table 3 substantially exceeds 1 Tbps, only a fiaction of the systems listed are expected to reach initial operational capability. Although DoD's capacity demands are expected to grow dramatically, DoD's commercial bandwidth augmentation requirements represent less than 1% of expected commercial Ka-band SatCom capacity in the year 2010. The conchsion here is that, based on potential sales, DoD has little probability of influencing commercial systems' design to accommodate special DoD requirements.
An alternative method of influencing commercial designs could be to purchaseheserve a fi-action of system capacity prior to IOC (i.e., so-called anchor tenancy).
Anchor tenancy typically requires SignLficant up-fi-ont investment of capital, becoming, in effect, a strategic partner in a particular system. Anchor tenancy in these commercial Ka-band systems is diflicult in DoD, however, for a number of reasons. There is currently no funding line in the DoD budget to support such an endeavor, and these b d s would be needed now in order to influence commercial system design. Secondly, no Ka-band system is assured of commercial success, so the entire DoD investment could be lost if the selected system is a commercial failure. Third, no commercial Ka-band system has filed for MSS, meaning that the DoD could be forced to turn off its mobile commercial Ka transmitters under certain circumstances. Finally, capabilities of nearly every system listed in Table 3 are changing with time.
An alternative to anchor tenancy would be to continue to observe the development of commercial Ka systems, and purchasehease services when/$ they become available. Continuing to work with Ka-band vendors to insure that they understand DoD requirements, allowing them to meet whatever DoD requirements they deem appropriate, could enhance this approach. Although there is no significant up-fiont investment (and potential loss thereof) required in this alternative approach, the risk of this approach is that key DoD requirements may never be met by any commercial Ka-band system. There is also the risk that the capacities of commercial systems may be entirely sold out prior to launch. Recent experience with the Iridium system, however, suggests that will probably not be the case.
In August 1999 the DoD commercial Kaband SatCom study team briefed the SSG and recommended a strategy for DoD. This strategy minimizes the risk and cost to the DoD, while insuring its ability to perform its global mission. Global communications is a key enabler of the Joint Vision 2010 Strategy. To enhance communications with potential Ka-band vendors, the DoD study team has established a web page regarding its effort.
SUMMARY
Commercial Ka-band SatCom systems are being investigated for their potential to augment DoDowned systems. A sigmficant number of systems are planned for activation within the next five years, with varying capabilities. DoD must continue to refine and defke its commercial SatCom requirements, and work with industry to insure that its requirements are understood. Although probably too early now to pick any commercial Ka-band ''winners," the DoD team will soon be recommending a course of action to the SSG that will minimize the DoD's risks and will maximize its communications capabilities.
